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Recent results obtained by the COSY-11 collaboration concerning the 
production of r] and r\' mesons in the pp —¥ ppMeson reaction are presented.
A comparison of the production amplitude for the 7r°, y and y' mesons at the 
same phase space volume allows to conclude that the proton-»]' interaction 
is in the order of, or smaller than, the proton-7r° one. A total cross section 
determined in a preliminary analysis of the data of elementary kaon and 
antikaon production via the pp —¥ ppK +K~  reaction measured at excess 
of energy of Q =  17 MeV is reported.
PACS numbers: 13.60.Le, 13.75. n. 13.85.Lg, 25.40.-h
1. In tro d u c tio n
In the last decade a copious set of d a ta  on the close-to-threshold produc­
tion of mesons 7r°, y, and rf in the collisions of protons has been collected at 
the high precision accelerators in Bloomington, Uppsala, Saclav and Jülich. 
The quality of the determined energy dependence of the to ta l cross sections 
for the pp — ppir0 [1-3], pp  —> ppy  [4-8], and pp  — pprf  [9-11] reactions
* Presented a t the Meson 2000, Sixth International W orkshop on Production, Proper­
ties and Interaction of Mesons, Cracow, Poland, May 19-23, 2000.
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enables investigations of the microscopic description of the prim ary pro­
duction mechanism [13-26] and the interaction of protons with the created 
meson [19,27,28]. Here a special emphasis is given to  the still unknown in­
teraction of protons with the rf meson, which can not be studied directly in 
the elastic ^ '-proton scattering, due to the short life tim e of this meson. This 
issue will be discussed in the next section where the qualitative phenomeno­
logical analysis will be presented which results in the rough estim ation of 
an upper limit for the proton -rf scattering length. In the th ird  section pre­
liminary results concerning the studies of the open strangeness production 
via the pp —» p p K +K ~ reaction close to the production threshold will be 
overviewed.
Since the subject of this report covers only a part of the COSY-11 activ­
ity the interested reader is encouraged for further reading of an unexpected 
large difference, observed recently, in the close-to-threshold K + meson pro­
duction depending whether it is associated with a 17° or a A  hvperon [29-31].
2. S-w ave pro ton-?)' in te ra c tio n
Trying to  compare the to ta l cross section for the close-to-threshold pro­
duction of different mesons one has to find an appropriate kinem atical vari­
able. Usually, the to ta l cross section is presented as a function of the di­
mensionless param eter r/M [1,2,32] 1, which is defined as the maximum
center-of-mass meson m omentum in units of meson mass (11 m  =  orV 4 J n
as a function of the excess energy Q  [6 , 8 ,10].
In figure 1(a) the to ta l cross sections for the reactions pp —» pprr0, pp  —» 
ppr], and pp —» pprf are compared versus the param eter r/M and in figure 1 (b) 
versus the excess energy. One immediately notices the qualitative difference 
between both  representations. For example, the 77 meson production cross 
section exceeds the 7r° cross section by a factor of 2  and more using r/M, 
whereas the 7r° meson cross section is always larger than  the 77 one when the 
Q scale is employed. To find a proper variable for the comparison of the cross 
sections for mesons of significantly different masses we recall a definition of 
the to ta l cross section, which is ju st the integral over phase space of the 
squared transition m atrix  element normalized to  the incoming flux factor F:
Cpp=rppX
where X  stands for the 7r°, rj or rf meson, Vps denotes the phase space volume, 
and F=2(2tt)5 y js ( s  — 4m 2) [33], with s being the square of the to ta l energy 
in the center-of-mass frame.
1 In order to  avoid ambiguities w ith the  abbreviation for the  eta-meson, we introduce 
an additional suffix M for th is param eter, which usually is called rj only.
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Fig. I. Total cross sections for the reactions pp —¥ ppn° (diamonds [1-3]), pp —¥ ppp 
(squares [4,6-8,10]), and pp —¥ pprf (circles [9-11], triangle [12]): (a) versus 
the maximum center-of-mass meson momentum normalized to the meson mass 
t)m , and (b) as a function of the excess energy Q. The filled squares and circles 
indicate recent COSY-11 results [4,9], and the filled triangle was reported on this 
conference [12].
This definition suggests th a t a natural variable for comparing the to tal 
cross sections for different mesons may be the volume of available phase 
space [28]. Note th a t in case of the same dynamics (transition m atrix  ele­
ment) for the production of two different mesons we would obtain identical 
values for the to ta l cross section as a function of V^s independently from the 
produced meson masses, which would not be the case when the variables t]m  
or Q  would have been employed.
Now, in order to study the proton-p' interaction we will employ two 
assum ptions [28], which were lively discussed during this conference [34-37]:
1. In analogy with the Watson-Migdal  approxim ation [38] for two body 
processes, we will assume th a t the complete transition am plitude for 
a production process M pp^ ppx  factorizes approxim ately as:
\Mpp^ ppx \2 «  |M 0|2 • |M FSi |2 • ISI,
where M q represents the to ta l production amplitude, Mpsi describes 
the elastic interaction among particles in the exit channel, and ISI 
denotes the reduction factor due to  the interaction of the colliding 
protons. This factorization, however, is valid only as long as the energy 
dependence of the to ta l cross section is considered [35-37];
2. we will assume also th a t in the exit channel only the proton-proton 
interaction is significant ( |M psi|2 =  \Mpp^ pp\2).
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Fig. 2. The ratios of (a) \M q \/\M q°\ and (b) \MB |/ |M q ° | ex tracted  from the  data , 
assum ing the  pp-FSI enhancem ent factor of references [17,40].
These two assumptions enable us to  derive from the measured cross sec­
tions the phase space dependence of \Mq |2, |M q |2, and \Mff |2 [28,39], 
since the M pp^ pp am plitude is known and the ISI factor can be calculated 
according to the formula from reference [37]. However, there is no unequiv­
ocal description for the \Mpp^ pp\2 enhancement factor [28]. Therefore, to 
minimize ambiguities resulting from this uncertainties, we consider the ratios 
|Mq |/ 1Mq | and |Mq I/)Mq | [28], which normalize the transition am plitude 
for r] and rf to the one for 7r° production | AVq"0 | - This should be independent 
of the model used for the determ ination of \Mpp^ pp\2, and will allow an esti­
m ate of the relative strength of the 7r°-proton and r](r]')-proton interactions. 
Indeed, we examined th a t within the errors the ratio \ M Tp  \ I \ Mq ° \  does 
not depend on the model used for \Mpp^ pp\2. As an example, in figure 2 
we show this ratio as obtained from the am plitude \Mpp^ pp\2 taken from 
references [17,40]. Figure 2(a) shows an increasing strength of \Mq\ for the 
r] production at low Vps, indicating a strong rpproton FSI, as was discussed 
previously for the cross section ratio by Calen et al. [6]. Note also th a t 
the ratio for the rf meson is constant over the phase space range considered 
(figure 2(b)). This observation, and the fact th a t theoretical calculations 
predict the prim ary production am plitude to  be constant within a few per 
cent [23,25] independently from the mechanism assumed, allows us to con­
clude th a t the rf-proton scattering param eters are in the order of, or smaller 
than, the proton-7r° ones.
3. K aon and  antikaon p roduction
Two years ago at the M ESON’98 we presented upper limits for the to tal 
cross section of the pp -J p p K +K -  reaction [41]. At present due to the 
gained statistics and the understanding of the background we are pleased 
to  present an absolute value for the to ta l cross section at an excess energy 
of Q =  17 MeV. The prim ordial motivation for studying this reaction was 
presented already ten years ago at this conference hall by Oelert [42]. It 
concerns the study of the K +K ^  interaction and the investigation of the 
structure of the /o(980) meson, which is still discussed to  be either the usual 
qq, the exotic sta te  qqqq or a strongly bound K K  molecule.
In order to  identify this reaction the four-momentum vectors for three 
positively charged particles are determined [44]. Figure 3 shows the pres­
elected da ta  where two of the positively charged particles are identified as 
protons. On the vertical axis the measured mass of the th ird  registered par­
ticle is plotted as a function of the mass of an unobserved system. In the case 
of the pp -J p p K +K -  reaction both  the invariant mass of the th ird  particle 
and the missing mass — with respect to the identified (ppK+) subsystem  — 
should correspond to  the mass of the kaon. At this level of analysis the group 
of events corresponding to  the pp -J p p K +K -  reaction can be recognized.
Missing Mass2 (ppK+) [GeV2/c 4]
Fig. 3. Results of the preliminary analysis [43]: Invariant mass of one out of three 
positively charged particles which was not identified as a proton versus the missing 
mass of an assumed (ppR'+ )-subsystom. The shaded areas, centered around the 
mass of the kaon, indicate three standard deviations of the experimental resolution.
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Fig. 4. Result of a preliminary analysis [43]: missing mass with respect to an 
identified (ppK+ j-subsystem as measured at excess energy of Q 17 MeV.
The projection of events contained in the horizontal shaded area onto 
the missing mass axis reveals a clear signal originating from the K +K -  
meson pair production, as presented in figure 4. The much broader struc­
ture seen on the left side of the peak is due to  the K + meson produc­
tion associated with the hvperon resonances ¿1(1405) or 17(1385) (eg. 
pp  —» p K +A(14Qh) —» p K +IIn  —» p K +A j n  —» p K +p7rj7r)- In this case 
the missing mass of the p p K + system corresponds to  the invariant mass 
of the (tïtïY  subsystem. Demanding an additional signal in a silicon pad 
detector [45] at the position expected for the i f -  meson the background 
is reduced by more than  one order of m agnitude [43]. This additional re­
quirement diminishes the signal from the pp —» p p K +K -  by about 50 % 
only [43], which is understood by the decay of the i f -  meson on its way to 
the dedicated silicon detector.
The preliminary analysis of the da ta  taken at the excess energy of Q = 
17 MeV results in a cross section value of 2.1 ±  0.8 nb [43,44,46,47]. W hen 
compared to  the value 200 ±  11 ±  80 nb determined at Q = 111 MeV [48], 
one observes th a t the cross section for the production of the i f -  meson in 
the elementary proton-proton collisions increases much stronger than  the 
corresponding one for the K + [30,49] meson.
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